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EXHIBIT 5 

New text is underlined; 
Deleted text is in [brackets] 
 

MIAX Emerald, LLC Rules 

***** 
 
Rule 518. Complex Orders 
 
(a)  Definitions. 
 

(1) – (8)  No change. 
 
(9)  Derived Order. A “derived order” is an Exchange-generated limit order on the Simple 

Order Book that represents either the bid or offer of one component of a complex order resting on 
the Strategy Book that is comprised of orders to buy or sell two option components where one 
component has a base ratio of “one” relative to the other component (1:1, 1:2, or 1:3). Derived 
orders will not be routed outside of the Exchange regardless of the price(s) disseminated by away 
markets. The Exchange will determine on a class-by-class basis to make available derived orders 
and communicate such determination to Members via a Regulatory Circular. Derived orders are 
firm orders (i.e., if executed, firm for the disseminated price and size) that are included in the 
EBBO (as defined in subparagraph (a)(10) below). Derived orders are subject to the Managed 
Interest Process described in Rule 515(c)(1)(ii). 

 
(i) – (v)  No change.  
 
(vi)  A derived order is automatically removed from the Simple Order Book if: 

 
(A) – (D)  No change. 
 
(E)  any component of the complex order resting on the Strategy Book that 

is used to generate the derived order is subject to a Simple Market Auction or Timer (“SMAT”) 
Event, as described in subparagraph (a)(16) below, a wide market condition (as described in 
Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a) of this Rule), or a halt. 

 
If a derived order is removed from the Simple Order Book, the System will 

continually evaluate any remaining complex order(s) on the Strategy Book to determine whether 
a new derived order should be generated, as described in Rule 518(c)(5). 

 
(vii)  No change. 
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(10) – (15)  No change.  
 
(16)  Simple Market Auction or Timer (“SMAT”) Event. A SMAT Event is defined as 

a PRIME Auction (pursuant to Rule 515A). Complex orders and quotes will be handled during a 
SMAT Event as described in Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a)(2) of this Rule. 

 
(17)  No change. 

 
(b)  Types of Complex Orders. 
 

(1) – (9)  No change. 
 

(c)  Trading of Complex Orders and Quotes. The Exchange will determine and communicate to 
Members via Regulatory Circular which complex order origin types (i.e., non-broker-dealer 
customers, broker-dealers that are not Market Makers on an options exchange, and/or Market 
Makers on an options exchange) are eligible for entry onto the Strategy Book. Complex orders and 
quotes will be subject to all other Exchange Rules that pertain to orders and quotes generally, 
unless otherwise provided in this Rule 518. This Rule 518(c) governs trading of all complex order 
types set forth in Rule 518(b) above, unless otherwise specified in Rule 518(b). 
 

(1)  Minimum Increments and Trade Prices. 
 

(i) – (iii)  No change. 
 
(iv)  A complex order or eQuote (as defined in Interpretation and Policy .02 of this 

Rule) will not be executed at a price that is outside of its MPC Price (as defined in [Interpretation 
and Policy .05(f) of this ]Rule 532(b)(6)) or its limit price. 

 
(2)  Execution of Complex Orders and Quotes. 
 

(i)  No change. 
 
(ii)  Prices for Complex Strategy Executions. Incoming complex orders and 

quotes will be executed by the System in accordance with the provisions set forth herein, and will 
not be executed at prices inferior to the icEBBO or at a price that is equal to the icEBBO when 
there is a Priority Customer Order (as defined in Rule 100) at the best icEBBO price. Complex 
orders will never be executed at a price that is outside of the individual component prices on the 
Simple Order Book, and the net price of a complex order executed against another complex order 
on the Strategy Book will never be inferior to the price that would be available if the complex 
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order legged into the Simple Order Book. Incoming complex orders that could not be executed 
because the executions would be priced (A) outside of the icEBBO, or (B) equal to or through the 
icEBBO due to a Priority Customer Order at the best icEBBO price, will be cancelled if such 
complex orders are not eligible to be placed on the Strategy Book. Complex orders and quotes will 
be executed without consideration of any prices for the complex strategy that might be available 
on other exchanges trading the same options contracts provided, however, that such complex order 
price may be subject to the Implied Exchange Away Best Bid or Offer (“ixABBO”) Protection 
described in [Interpretation and Policy .05(d) of this ]Rule 532(b)(7), and are subject to the MPC 
price protection feature described in [Interpretation and Policy .05(f) of this ]Rule 532(b)(6). 

 
(iii) – (v)  No change. 
 

(3)  Complex Order Priority. 
 

(i) – (ii)  No change.  
 

(4)  No change.  
 
(5)  Evaluation Process. The Strategy Book is evaluated upon receipt of a new complex 

order or quote, and is evaluated continually thereafter by the System. 
 

(i)  No change. 
 
(ii)  Continual Evaluation. The System will continue to evaluate complex orders 

and quotes on the Strategy Book. The System will continue to determine if such complex orders 
are Complex Auction-eligible orders, using the process and criteria described in Interpretation and 
Policy .03(c) of this Rule regarding the Reevaluation Improvement Percentage (“RIP”). The 
System will also continue to evaluate (A) whether such complex orders or quotes are eligible for 
full or partial execution against a complex order or quote resting on the Strategy Book; (B) whether 
such complex orders or quotes are eligible for full or partial execution through Legging with the 
Simple Order Book (as described in Rule 518(c)(2)(iii) and discussed above); (C) whether all or 
any remaining portion of a complex order or quote should be placed on the Strategy Book; (D) 
whether a derived order should be generated or cancelled; (E) the eligibility of such complex orders 
and quotes (as applicable) to participate in the Managed Interest Process as described in 
subparagraph (c)(4) above; and (F) whether such complex orders should be cancelled. The System 
will also continue to evaluate whether there is a SMAT Event, a wide market condition (as 
described in Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a)(1) of this Rule), a halt (as described in 
Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a)(3) of this Rule) affecting any component of a complex strategy. 
Complex orders and quotes will be handled during such events in the manner set forth in 
Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a) of this Rule. 
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(iii) – (iv)  No change. 

 
(6)  No change. 
 

(d)  Complex Auction Process. Certain option classes, as determined by the Exchange and 
communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular, will be eligible to participate in a Complex 
Auction (an “eligible class”). Upon evaluation as set forth in subparagraph (c)(5) above, the 
Exchange may determine to automatically submit a Complex Auction-eligible order into a 
Complex Auction. Upon entry into the System or upon evaluation of a complex order resting at 
the top of the Strategy Book, Complex Auction-eligible orders may be subject to an automated 
request for responses (“RFR”). 
 

(1) – (4)  No change.  
 
(5)  Processing of Complex Auction-eligible orders. 
 

(i) – (ii)  No change.  
 
(iii)  Notwithstanding the foregoing in this subparagraph (d)(5), the Complex 

Auction will terminate (A) at the end of the Response Time Interval without trading when any 
individual component of a complex strategy in the Complex Auction process is subject to a wide 
market condition as described in Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a)(1) of this Rule, or to a SMAT 
Event as described in paragraph (a)(16) and Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a)(2) of this Rule, or 
(B) immediately without trading if any individual component or underlying security of a complex 
strategy in the Complex Auction process is subject to a halt as described in Interpretation and 
Policy .05([e]a)(3) of this Rule. 

 
(iv)  No change.  

 
(6)  Complex Auction Pricing. A complex strategy will not be executed at a net price that 

would cause any component of the complex strategy to be executed: (A) at a price of zero; or (B) 
ahead of a Priority Customer order on the Simple Order Book without improving the EBBO on at 
least one component of the complex strategy by at least $.01. At the conclusion of the Response 
Time Interval, Complex Auction-eligible orders will be priced and executed as follows, and 
allocated pursuant to subparagraph (7) below: 

 
(i)  Using $0.01 inside the current icEBBO as the boundary (the “boundary”), the 

System will calculate the price where the maximum quantity of contracts can trade and also 
determine whether there is an imbalance. 
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(A)  If there is no imbalance, the System will calculate the Complex Auction 

price using the following: 
 

1.  No change. 
 
2.  If two or more prices satisfy the maximum quantity criteria, the 

System will calculate the midpoint of the lowest and highest price points that satisfy the maximum 
quantity criteria, such midpoint price is used as the Complex Auction price. For orders with 
ixABBO Price Protection, as described in Rule 532(b)(7)[Interpretation and Policy .05(d) of this 
Rule] (for purposes of this subparagraph (d)(6), “price protection”), the midpoint pricing will use 
the price protection range selected by the Member at the end of the Complex Auction. 

 
a. – .b  No change. 

 
(B)  No change. 
 

(7)  Allocation at the Conclusion of a Complex Auction. Orders and quotes executed in 
a Complex Auction will be allocated first in price priority based on their original limit price (or 
protected price, as described in Rule 532[Interpretation and Policy .05.], if price protection is 
engaged) and thereafter as follows: 

 
(i) – (vi)  No change.  
 

(8) – (11)  No change.  
 
(12)  Effect of Wide Market Conditions, SMAT Events, and Trading Halts. If, during 

a Complex Auction, the underlying security and/or any component of a Complex Auction-eligible 
order is subject to a wide market condition, a SMAT Event or a trading halt, the Complex Auction 
will be handled as set forth in Interpretation and Policy .05([e]a) of this Rule. 
 
(e)  Complex Liquidity Exposure Process (“cLEP”) for Complex Orders. The System will 
initiate a cLEP Auction whenever a complex order or eQuote would execute or post at a price that 
would violate its MPC Price, as described in Rule 532(b)(6)[Interpretation and Policy .05(f)]. The 
System will post the complex order or eQuote to the Strategy Book at its MPC Price and begin the 
cLEP Auction by broadcasting a liquidity exposure message to all subscribers of the Exchange’s 
data feeds. The liquidity exposure message will include the symbol, side of the market, auction 
start price (MPC Price of the complex order or eQuote), and the imbalance quantity. 
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Response Time Interval. The “Response Time Interval” means the period of time during which 
responses to the liquidity exposure message may be entered. The duration of the Response Time 
Interval shall be no less than 100 milliseconds and no more than 5,000 milliseconds, as determined 
by the Exchange and announced through a Regulatory Circular.  
 
Responses. Members may submit a response to the liquidity exposure message during the 
Response Time Interval. Responses may be submitted in $0.01 increments. Responses must be a 
cAOC Order or a cAOC eQuote as defined in Interpretation and Policy .02 of this Rule and may 
be submitted on either side of the market. Responses represent non-firm interest that can be 
withdrawn at any time prior to the end of the Response Time Interval. At the end of the Response 
Time Interval, responses are firm (i.e., guaranteed at the response price and size). Any responses 
not executed in full will expire at the end of the cLEP Auction. A response on the opposite side of 
the initiating order with a size greater than the aggregate size of interest at the same price on the 
same side of the market as the initiating order (the “aggregate auctioned size”) will be capped for 
allocation purposes at the aggregate auctioned size.  
 
End of Complex Liquidity Exposure Process. At the conclusion of the cLEP Auction the 
resulting trade price will be determined by the Exchange’s Complex Auction Pricing described in 
subsection (d)(6) of this Rule and interest will be executed as provided in subsection (d)(6) of this 
Rule. In no event will the resulting trade price of a cLEP Auction ever be more aggressive than 
the MPC Price. Remaining liquidity with an original limit price that is (i) less aggressive (lower 
for a buy order or eQuote, or higher for a sell order or eQuote) than or equal to the MPC Price will 
be handled in accordance with subsection (c)(2)(ii) – (v) of this Rule, or (ii) more aggressive than 
the MPC Price will be subject to the Reevaluation process as described below.  
 
Allocation at the Conclusion of a Complex Liquidity Exposure Auction. Orders and quotes 
executed in a cLEP Auction will be allocated first in price priority based upon their original limit 
price, orders subject to the MIAX Strategy Price Protection (“MSPP”) (as described in Rule 
532(b)(5)) are allocated using their protected price, and thereafter in accordance with the Complex 
Auction allocation procedures described in subsection (d)(7)(i) – (vi) of this Rule. 
 
Reevaluation. At the conclusion of a cLEP Auction, the System will calculate the next potential 
MPC Price for remaining liquidity with an original limit price or protected price more aggressive 
than the existing MPC Price. The next MPC Price will be calculated as the MPC Price plus (minus) 
the next MPC increment for buy (sell) orders (the “New MPC Price”). The System will initiate a 
cLEP Auction for liquidity that would execute or post at a price that would violate its New MPC 
Price. Liquidity with an original limit price or protected price less aggressive (lower for a buy 
order or eQuote, or higher for a sell order or eQuote) than or equal to the New MPC Price will be 
posted to the Strategy Book at its original limit price or handled in accordance with subsection 
(c)(2)(ii) – (v) of this Rule. The cLEP process will continue until no liquidity remains with an 
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original limit price that is more aggressive than its MPC Price. At the conclusion of the cLEP 
process, any liquidity that has not been executed will be posted to the Strategy Book at its original 
limit price. 
 
Interpretations and Policies: 
  
.01. Special Provisions Applicable to Stock-Option Orders: 
 
(a) – (f)  No change.  

 
(g)  Parity Price Protection. The System will provide parity price protection for strategies that 
consist of a sale (purchase) of one call and the purchase (sale) of 100 shares of the underlying 
stock (“Buy-Write”) or that consist of the purchase (sale) of one put and the purchase (sale) of 100 
shares of the underlying stock (“Married-Put”). A Parity Spread Variance (“PSV”) value between 
$0.00 and $0.50 which will be uniform for all option classes traded on the Exchange, will be 
determined by the Exchange and communicated via Regulatory Circular. The PSV will be used to 
calculate a minimum option trading price limit that the System will prevent the option leg from 
trading below. For call option legs, the PSV value is added to the strike price of the option to 
establish a parity protected price for the strategy. For put option legs, the PSV value is subtracted 
from the strike price of the option to establish a parity protected price for the strategy. Married-
Put and Buy-Write interest to buy (buy put and buy stock; or buy call and sell stock) that is priced 
below the parity protected price for the strategy will be rejected. Married-Put and Buy-Write 
interest to sell (sell put and sell stock; or sell call and buy stock) that is priced below the parity 
protected price for the strategy will be placed on the Strategy Book at the parity protected price 
for the strategy, or cancelled if the Managed Protection Override is enabled. 
 
.02. No change. 
 
.03. Improvement Percentages. The Exchange will use the following methods to determine 
whether a complex order is qualified to initiate a Complex Auction. 
 
(a)  Initial Improvement Percentage (“IIP”). For complex orders received prior to the opening 
of all individual components of a complex strategy, the System will calculate an IIP value, which 
is a defined percentage of the current [dcEBBO]cNBBO bid/ask differential once all of the 
components of the complex strategy have opened. Such percentage will be defined by the 
Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular. If a Complex Auction-eligible 
order is priced equal to, or improves, the IIP value and is also priced equal to, or improves, other 
complex orders and/or quotes resting at the top of the Strategy Book, the complex order will be 
eligible to initiate a Complex Auction. 
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(b)  Upon Receipt Improvement Percentage (“URIP”). Upon receipt of a complex order when 
the complex strategy is open, the System will calculate a URIP value, which is a defined percentage 
of the current [dcEBBO]cNBBO bid/ask differential. Such percentage will be defined by the 
Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular. If a Complex Auction-eligible 
order is priced equal to, or improves, the URIP value and is also priced to improve other complex 
orders and/or quotes resting at the top of the Strategy Book, the complex order will be eligible to 
initiate a Complex Auction. 

 
(c)  Reevaluation Improvement Percentage (“RIP”). Upon evaluation of a complex order 
resting at the top of the Strategy Book, the System will calculate a RIP value, which is a defined 
percentage of the current [dcEBBO]cNBBO bid/ask differential. Such percentage will be defined 
by the Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular. If a complex order 
resting at the top of the Strategy Book is priced equal to, or improves, the RIP value, the complex 
order will be eligible to initiate a Complex Auction. 

 
.04.  No change.  
 
.05. Price and Other Protections. Unless otherwise specifically set forth herein, the price and 
other protections contained in this Interpretation and Policy .05 apply to all complex order types 
set forth in Rule 518(b) above. 
 
[(a)  Vertical Spread Variance (“VSV”) Price Protection. A “Vertical Spread” is a complex 
strategy consisting of the purchase of one call (put) option and the sale of another call (put) option 
overlying the same security that have the same expiration but different strike prices. The VSV 
establishes minimum and maximum trading price limits for Vertical Spreads. 
 

(1)  The maximum possible trading price limit of the VSV is the difference between the 
two component strike prices plus a pre-set value. For example, a Vertical Spread consisting of the 
purchase of one January 30 call and the sale of one January 35 call would have a maximum trading 
price limit of $5.00 plus a pre-set value. The minimum possible trading price limit of a Vertical 
Spread is always zero minus a pre-set value. 
 

(2)  The pre-set value will be uniform for all option classes traded on the Exchange as 
determined by the Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular. 
 
(b)  Calendar Spread Variance (“CSV”) Price Protection. A “Calendar Spread” is a complex 
strategy consisting of the purchase of one call (put) option and the sale of another call (put) option 
overlying the same security that have different expirations but the same strike price. The CSV 
establishes a minimum trading price limit for Calendar Spreads. 
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(1)  The maximum possible value of a Calendar Spread is unlimited, thus there is no 
maximum price protection for Calendar Spreads. The minimum possible trading price limit of a 
Calendar Spread is zero minus a pre-set value. 

 
(2)  The pre-set value will be uniform for all option classes traded on the Exchange as 

determined by the Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular. 
 
(3)  CSV Price Protection applies only to strategies in American-style option classes. 

 
(c)  VSV and CSV Price Protection. If the execution price of a complex order would be outside 
of the limits set forth in subparagraphs (a)(1) and (b)(1) of this Interpretation and Policy .05, such 
complex order will be placed on the Strategy Book and will be managed to the appropriate trading 
price limit as described in subparagraph (c)(4) above. Orders to buy below the minimum trading 
price limit and orders to sell above the maximum trading price limit (in the case of Vertical 
Spreads) will be rejected by the System. 
 
(d)  Implied Away Best Bid or Offer (“ixABBO”) Price Protection. The ixABBO price 
protection feature is a price protection mechanism under which, when in operation as requested by 
the submitting Member, a buy order will not be executed at a price that is higher than each other 
single exchange’s best displayed offer for the complex strategy, and under which a sell order will 
not be executed at a price that is lower than each other single exchange’s best displayed bid for the 
complex strategy. For stock-option orders, the ixABBO for a complex strategy will be calculated 
using the BBO for each component on each individual away options market and the NBBO for the 
stock component. The ixABBO is calculated using the best net bid and offer for a complex strategy 
using each other exchange’s displayed best bid or offer on their simple order book. The ixABBO 
price protection feature must be engaged on an order-by-order basis by the submitting Member 
and is not available for complex Standard quotes, complex eQuotes, cAOC orders, cPRIME 
Orders, cC2C Orders, and cQCC Orders.] 

 
([e]a)  Wide Market Conditions, SMAT Events and Halts 

 
(1)  Wide Market Condition. A “wide market condition” is defined as any individual 

option component of a complex strategy having, at the time of evaluation, an EBBO quote width 
that is wider than the permissible valid quote width as defined in Rule 603(b)(4). 

 
(i)  Wide Market Condition During Free Trading. If a wide market condition 

exists for a component of a complex strategy, trading in the complex strategy will be suspended, 
except as otherwise set forth in subparagraph [(e]a)(1)(iii) below. The Strategy Book will remain 
available for Members to enter and manage complex orders and quotes. New Complex Auctions 
will not be initiated and incoming Complex Auction-eligible orders that could have otherwise 
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caused an auction to begin will be placed on the Strategy Book. Incoming complex orders with a 
time in force of IOC will be cancelled. 

 
The System will continue to evaluate the Strategy Book. If a wide market condition 

exists for a component of a complex strategy at the time of evaluation, complex orders or quotes 
that could have otherwise been executed will not be executed until the wide market condition no 
longer exists. When the wide market condition no longer exists, the System will again evaluate the 
Strategy Book pursuant to subparagraph (c)(5)(ii) of this Rule, and will use the process and criteria 
respecting the RIP as described in Interpretation and Policy .03(c) of this Rule to determine 
whether complex order interest exists to initiate a Complex Auction, or whether to commence 
trading in the complex strategy without a Complex Auction. 

 
(ii)  Wide Market Condition During a Complex Auction. If, at the expiration of 

the Response Time Interval, a wide market condition exists for a component of a complex strategy 
in the Complex Auction, trading in the complex strategy will be suspended, and any RFR 
Responses will be cancelled. Remaining Complex Auction-eligible orders will then be placed on 
the Strategy Book. When the wide market condition no longer exists, the System will evaluate the 
Strategy Book pursuant to subparagraph (c)(5)(ii) of this Rule, and will use the process and criteria 
respecting the RIP as described in Interpretation and Policy .03(c) of this Rule to determine 
whether complex order interest exists to initiate a Complex Auction, or whether to commence 
trading in the complex strategy without a Complex Auction. 

 
(iii)  Wide Market Condition and cPRIME, cC2C and cQCC Orders. A wide 

market condition shall have no impact on the trading of cPRIME Orders and processing of 
cPRIME Auctions (including the processing of cPRIME Auction responses) pursuant to Rule 
515A, Interpretation and Policy .12, or on the trading of cC2C and cQCC Orders pursuant to Rules 
515(h)(3) and (4). Such trading and processing will not be suspended and will continue during 
wide market conditions. 
 

(2)  SMAT Events 
 

(i)  SMAT Events During Free Trading. If a SMAT Event exists during free 
trading for an option component of a complex strategy, trading in the complex strategy will be 
suspended. The Strategy Book will remain available for Members to enter and manage complex 
orders and quotes. New Complex Auctions may be initiated for incoming Complex Auction-
eligible orders that meet the requirements of the URIP as described in Interpretation and Policy 
.03(b) of this Rule. Incoming complex orders and quotes that could otherwise be executed during 
the SMAT Event(s) without entering the Complex Auction process will be placed on the Strategy 
Book. Incoming complex orders received during a SMAT Event with a time in force of IOC will 
be cancelled by the System. 
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The System will continue to evaluate the Strategy Book. When the SMAT 

Event(s) no longer exist(s), the System will evaluate the Strategy Book pursuant to subparagraph 
(c)(5)(ii) of this Rule, and will use the process and criteria respecting the RIP as described in 
Interpretation and Policy .03(c) of this Rule to determine whether complex order interest exists to 
initiate a Complex Auction, or whether to commence trading in the complex strategy without a 
Complex Auction. 

 
(ii)  SMAT Events During a Complex Auction. If, at the end of the Response 

Time Interval, an option component of a complex strategy is in a SMAT Event, trading in the 
complex strategy will be suspended and all RFR Responses will be cancelled. Remaining Complex 
Auction-eligible orders will then be placed on the Strategy Book. When the SMAT Event(s) no 
longer exist(s), the System will evaluate the Strategy Book pursuant to subparagraph (c)(5)(ii) of 
this Rule, and will use the process and criteria respecting the RIP as described in Interpretation 
and Policy .03(c) of this Rule to determine whether marketable complex order interest exists to 
initiate a Complex Auction, or whether to commence trading in the complex strategy without a 
Complex Auction. 

 
(3)  Halts 
 

(i)  Halts During Free Trading. If a trading halt exists for the underlying security 
or a component of a complex strategy, trading in the complex strategy will be suspended. The 
Strategy Book will remain available for members to enter and manage complex orders and quotes. 
Incoming complex orders and quotes that could otherwise be executed or initiate a Complex 
Auction in the absence of a halt will be placed on the Strategy Book. Incoming complex orders 
and quotes with a time in force of IOC will be cancelled. 

 
When trading in the halted component(s) and/ or underlying security of the complex 

order resumes, the System will evaluate the Strategy Book pursuant to subparagraph (c)(2)(i) of 
this Rule, and will use the process and criteria respecting the IIP as described in Interpretation and 
Policy .03(a) of this Rule to determine whether complex order interest exists to initiate a Complex 
Auction, or whether to commence trading in the complex strategy without a Complex Auction. 
 

(ii)  Halts During the Complex Auction. If, during a Complex Auction, any 
component(s) and/or the underlying security of a Complex Auction-eligible order is halted, the 
Complex Auction will end early without trading and all RFR Responses will be cancelled. 
Remaining complex orders will be placed on the Strategy Book if eligible, or cancelled. When 
trading in the halted component(s) and/or underlying security of the complex order resumes, the 
System will evaluate the Strategy Book pursuant to subparagraph (c)(2)(i) above, and will use the 
process and criteria respecting the IIP as described in Interpretation and Policy .03(a) of this Rule 
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to determine whether marketable complex order interest exists to initiate a Complex Auction, or 
whether to commence trading in the complex strategy without a Complex Auction. 
 
[(f)  Complex MIAX Emerald Price Collar Protection. The Complex MIAX Emerald Price 
Collar (“MPC”) price protection feature is an Exchange-wide price protection mechanism under 
which a complex order or eQuote to sell will not be displayed or executed at a price that is lower 
than the opposite side cNBBO bid at the time the MPC is assigned by the System (i.e., upon receipt 
or upon opening) by more than a specific dollar amount expressed in $0.01 increments (the “MPC 
Setting”), and under which a complex order or eQuote to buy will not be displayed or executed at 
a price that is higher than the opposite side cNBBO offer at the time the MPC is assigned by the 
System by more than the MPC Setting (each the “MPC Price”). 
 

(1)  All complex orders, together with cAOC eQuotes and cIOC eQuotes (as defined in 
Interpretations and Policies .02(c)(1) and (2) of this Rule) (collectively, “eQuotes”), are subject to 
the MPC price protection feature. 

 
(2)  The minimum MPC Setting is $0.00 and the maximum MPC Setting is $1.00, as 

determined by the Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular. The MPC 
Setting will apply equally to all options listed on the Exchange in which complex orders are 
available, and will be the same dollar amount for both buy and sell transactions. 

 
(3)  The MPC Price is established: 
 

(i)  upon receipt of the complex order or eQuote during free trading, or 
 
(ii)  if the complex order or eQuote is not received during free trading, at the 

opening (or reopening following a halt) of trading in the complex strategy; or 
 

(iii)  upon evaluation of the Strategy Book by the System when a wide market 
condition, as described in Interpretation and Policy .05(e)(1) of this Rule, no longer exists. 

 
(4)  A Temporary MPC Price (“TMPC Price”) is established solely for use during a 

Complex Auction (as described in Rule 518(d)) or a cPRIME Auction (as described in Rule 515A, 
Interpretation and Policy .12) for (i) any complex order resting on the Strategy Book that does not 
have an MPC assigned and is eligible to participate in a Complex Auction or a cPRIME Auction 
in that strategy; or (ii) any complex order or eQuote received during a cPRIME Auction if a wide 
market condition existed in a component of the strategy at the start of the cPRIME Auction. The 
TMPC Price shall be the auction start price (the auction start price of a cPRIME Agency Order for 
a cPRIME Auction is defined in Rule 515A.12(a)(i) and the auction start price for a Complex 
Auction is defined in Rule 518(d)(1)) plus (minus) the MPC Setting if the order is a buy (sell). If 
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the complex order or eQuote eligible to participate in the Complex Auction or cPRIME Auction 
is priced more aggressively than the TMPC Price (i.e., the complex order or eQuote price is greater 
than the TMPC Price for a buy order, or the complex order or eQuote price is lower than the TMPC 
Price for a sell order) the complex order or eQuote may participate in the auction but will not trade 
through its TMPC Price. 
 

(5)  If the MPC Price is priced less aggressively than the limit price of the complex order 
or eQuote (i.e., the MPC Price is less than the complex order or eQuote’s bid price for a buy, or 
the MPC Price is greater than the complex order or eQuote’s offer price for a sell), or if the complex 
order is a market order, the complex order or eQuote will be displayed and/or executed up to its 
MPC Price. Any unexecuted portion of such a complex order or eQuote: (A) will be subject to the 
cLEP as described in subsection (e) of this Rule, and (B) may be subject to the managed interest 
process described in Rule 518(c)(4). 

 
(6)  If the MPC Price is priced more aggressively than the limit price of the complex order 

or eQuote (i.e., the MPC Price is greater than the complex order or eQuote’s bid price for a buy, 
or the MPC Price is less than the complex order or eQuote’s offer price for a sell), the complex 
order or eQuote will be displayed and/or executed up to its limit price. Any unexecuted portion of 
such a complex order will be submitted, if eligible, to the managed interest process described in 
Rule 518(c)(4), or placed on the Strategy Book at its limit price. Any unexecuted portion of such 
a complex eQuote will be cancelled. 
 
(g)  Market Maker Single Side Protection. A Market Maker may determine to engage the Market 
Maker Single Side Protection (“SSP”) feature by Market Participant Identifier (“MPID”). If the 
full remaining size of a Market Maker’s complex Standard quote or cIOC eQuote in a strategy is 
exhausted by a trade, the System will trigger the SSP for the traded side of the strategy. When 
triggered, the System will cancel all complex Standard quotes and block all new inbound complex 
Standard quotes and cIOC eQuotes for that particular side of that strategy for that MPID. The 
System will provide a notification message to the Market Maker. The block will remain in effect 
until the Market Maker notifies the Exchange (in a manner required by the Exchange and 
communicated to Members by Regulatory Circular) to reset the SSP (“SSP Reset”).] 
 
.06  No change. 

***** 

 
Rule 532. Order and Quote Price Protection Mechanisms and Risk Controls 

 
Managed Protection Override. The Managed Protection Override is a setting which, when 
enabled, allows Members to have their orders cancelled after a risk protection setting is triggered. 
If enabled the Managed Protection Override will apply to all of the risk protections listed below. 
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The following risk protection settings are subject to the Managed Protection Override: 
 

• Vertical Spread Variance (“VSV”) Price Protection 
• Calendar Spread Variance (“CSV”) Price Protection 
• Butterfly Spread Variance (“BSV”) Price Protection 
• Parity Price Protection 
• Max Put Price Protection 

 
The Managed Protection Override does not apply to derived orders. 
 
(a)  Simple Orders. 

 
(1)  Max Put Price Protection. The Exchange will determine a maximum trading price 

limit for a Put option as the strike price plus a pre-set value, the Put Price Variance. 
 

(i)  Buy orders that are priced through the maximum trading price limit will trade 
up to, and including, the maximum trading price limit, and will then be placed on the Book and 
managed to the appropriate trading price limit as described in Rule 515(c)(1)(ii), or cancelled if 
the Managed Protection Override (“MPO”) is enabled. Sell orders that are priced higher than the 
maximum trading price limit will be rejected. 

 
(ii)  A bid quote through the maximum trading price limit will trade up to, and 

including the maximum trading price limit, then will be placed on the Book and managed to the 
appropriate trading price limit as described in Rule 515(c)(1)(ii), or in the case of a bid eQuote, 
will be cancelled. 

 
(iii)  An offer quote greater than the maximum trading price limit is not rejected 

and will be placed on the Book and displayed. An offer eQuote greater than the maximum trading 
price limit will be cancelled. 

 
(iv) The pre-set value will be determined by the Exchange and communicated to 

Members via Regulatory Circular. 
 
(b) Complex Orders. 
 

(1)  Definitions. For purposes of this paragraph (b): 
 

(i) Butterfly Spread.  A “Butterfly Spread” is a three legged complex order with 
two legs to buy (sell) the same number of calls (puts) and one leg to sell (buy) twice the number 
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of calls (puts), all legs have the same expiration date but different exercise prices, and the exercise 
price of the middle leg is between the exercise prices of the other legs. The strike price of each leg 
is equidistant from the next sequential strike price. 

 
(ii) Calendar Spread.  A “Calendar Spread” is a complex strategy consisting of 

the purchase of one call (put) option and the sale of another call (put) option overlying the same 
security that have different expirations but the same strike price. 

 
(iii) Vertical Spread.  A “Vertical Spread” is a complex strategy consisting of the 

purchase of one call (put) option and the sale of another call (put) option overlying the same 
security that have the same expiration but different strike prices. 

 
(2)  Butterfly Spread Variance (“BSV”) Price Protection.  The Exchange will determine 

a Butterfly Spread Variance (“BSV”) which establishes minimum and maximum trading price 
limits for Butterfly Spreads. 

 
(i) The minimum possible trading price limit of a Butterfly Spread is zero minus a 

pre-set value. The maximum possible trading price limit of a Butterfly Spread is the absolute value 
of the difference between the closest strikes (the upper strike price minus the middle strike price 
or the middle strike price minus the lower strike price) plus a pre-set value. 

 
(ii) If the execution price of a complex order would be outside of the limits set forth 

in paragraph (i) above (bid higher than the maximum trading price limit or offer lower than the 
minimum trading price limit), such complex order will trade up to, and including, the maximum 
trading price limit for bids or down to, and including, the minimum trading price limit for offers. 
Remaining interest will then will be placed on the Strategy Book and managed to the appropriate 
trading price limit as described in Rule 518(c)(4), or cancelled if the Managed Protection Override 
is enabled. 

 
(iii) Buy orders, sell orders, and offer eQuotes with a limit price less than the 

minimum trading price limit will be rejected. Bid eQuotes with a limit price less than the minimum 
trading price limit will be cancelled. Sell orders with a limit price greater than the maximum 
trading price limit will be rejected. Offer eQuotes with a limit price greater than the maximum 
trading price limit will be cancelled. 

 
(iv) The pre-set value will be determined by the Exchange and communicated to 

Members via Regulatory Circular. 
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(3)  Calendar Spread Variance (“CSV”) Price Protection.  The Exchange will determine 
a Calendar Spread Variance (“CSV”) which establishes a minimum trading price limit for Calendar 
Spreads. 

 
(i)  The maximum possible value of a Calendar Spread is unlimited, thus there is 

no maximum price protection for Calendar Spreads.  The minimum possible trading price limit of 
a Calendar Spread is zero minus a pre-set value. 

 
(ii)  If the execution price of a complex order would be outside of the limit set forth 

in subparagraph (i) above (offers lower than the minimum trading price limit), such complex order 
will trade down to, and including, the minimum trading price limit. Remaining interest will then 
be placed on the Strategy Book and managed to the appropriate trading price limit as described in 
Rule 518(c)(4), or cancelled if the Managed Protection Override is enabled. 

 
(iii)  Buy orders, sell orders, and offer eQuotes with a limit price less than the 

minimum trading price limit will be rejected.  Bid eQuotes with a limit price less than the minimum 
trading price limit will be cancelled. 

 
(iv)  CSV Price Protection applies only to strategies in American-style option 

classes. 
 
(v)  The pre-set value will be determined by the Exchange and communicated to 

Members via Regulatory Circular. 
 

(4)  Vertical Spread Variance (“VSV”) Price Protection.  The Exchange will determine 
a Vertical Spread Variance (“VSV”) which establishes minimum and maximum trading price 
limits for Vertical Spreads. 

 
(i) The maximum possible trading price limit of the VSV is the difference between 

the two component strike prices plus a pre-set value.  For example, a Vertical Spread consisting 
of the purchase of one January 30 call and the sale of one January 35 call would have a maximum 
trading price limit of $5.00 plus a pre-set value.  The minimum possible trading price limit of a 
Vertical Spread is always zero minus a pre-set value.   

 
(ii)  If the execution price of a complex order would be outside of the limits set 

forth in subparagraph (i) above (bid higher than the maximum trading price limit or offer lower 
than the minimum trading price limit), such complex order will trade up to, and including, the 
maximum trading price limit for bids or down to, and including, the minimum trading price limit 
for offers. Remaining interest will then be placed on the Strategy Book and managed to the 
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appropriate trading price limit as described in Rule 518(c)(4), or cancelled if the Managed 
Protection Override is enabled. 

 
(iii) Buy orders, sell orders, and offer eQuotes with a limit price less than the 

minimum trading price limit will be rejected. Bid eQuotes with a limit price less than the minimum 
trading price limit will be cancelled. Sell orders with a limit price greater than the maximum 
trading price limit will be rejected. Offer eQuotes with a limit price greater than the maximum 
trading price limit will be cancelled. 

 
(iv) The pre-set value will be determined by the Exchange and communicated to 

Members via Regulatory Circular. 
 

(5)  MIAX Strategy Price Protection (“MSPP”).  The System provides a MIAX Strategy 
Price Protection (“MSPP”) for complex orders. The MSPP establishes a maximum protected price 
for buy orders and a minimum protected price for sell orders. 

 
(i)  Complex orders with a time in force of Day or GTC are eligible for MSPP. 
 
(ii)  To calculate the protected price the System will use a MIAX Strategy Price 

Protection Variance (“MSPPV”) which will be determined by the Exchange and communicated to 
Members via Regulatory Circular. 

 
(iii)  The MSPP is calculated for buy orders by adding the MSPPV to the offer side 

of the cNBBO (or the offer side of the dcMBBO if the cNBBO is crossed). The MSPP is calculated 
for sell orders by subtracting the MSPPV from the bid side of the cNBBO (or the bid side of the 
dcMBBO if the cNBBO is crossed). 

 
(iv)  The MSPP is established: 

 
(A)  upon receipt of the complex order during free trading; or 
 
(B)  if the complex order is not received during free trading, at the opening 

(or reopening following a halt) of trading in the complex strategy; or 
 
(C)  upon evaluation of the Strategy Book by the System when a wide 

market condition, as described in Interpretations and Policies .05(a)(1) of Rule 518, no longer 
exists. 
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(D)  If a Wide Market condition exists at the start of a Complex Auction or 
a cPRIME Auction, buy orders are assigned an MSPP equal to the Auction Start Price plus the 
MSPPV and sell orders are assigned an MSPP equal to the Auction Start Price less the MSPPV. 

 
(v)  If the MSPP is priced less aggressively than the limit price of the complex order 

(i.e., the MSPP is less than the complex order’s bid price for a buy order, or the MSPP is greater 
than the complex order’s offer price for a sell order), or if the order is a complex market order, the 
order will be (i) executed up to, and including, its MSPP for buy orders; or (ii) executed down to, 
and including, its MSPP for sell orders. Any unexecuted portion of such a complex order will be 
cancelled. 

 
(vi)  If the MSPP is priced equal to, or more aggressively than, the limit price of 

the complex order (i.e., the MSPP is greater than the complex order’s bid price for a buy order, or 
the MSPP is less than the complex order’s offer price for a sell order) the order will be (i) displayed 
and/or executed up to, and including, its limit price for buy orders; or (ii) displayed and/or executed 
down to, and including, its limit price for sell orders. Any unexecuted portion of such a complex 
order: (A) will be subject to the cLEP as described in subsection (e) of Rule 518; (B) may be 
submitted, if eligible, to the managed interest process described in Rule 518(c)(4);or (C) may be 
placed on the Strategy Book at its limit price. 

 
(vii)  The functional limit price of a market order will be the MSPP. 

 
(6)  Complex MIAX Emerald Price Collar Protection. The System provides a Complex 

MIAX Price Collar (“MPC”) price protection feature for complex orders. The MPC is an 
Exchange-wide price protection mechanism under which a complex order or eQuote to sell will 
not be displayed or executed at a price that is lower than the opposite side cNBBO bid at the time 
the MPC is assigned by the System (i.e., upon receipt or upon opening) by more than a specific 
dollar amount expressed in $0.01 increments (the “MPC Setting”), and under which a complex 
order or eQuote to buy will not be displayed or executed at a price that is higher than the opposite 
side cNBBO offer at the time the MPC is assigned by the System by more than the MPC Setting 
(each the “MPC Price”). 

 
(i)  All complex orders (excluding cPRIME Orders), together with cAOC eQuotes 

and cIOC eQuotes (as defined in Interpretations and Policies .02(c)(1) and (2) of Rule 518) 
(collectively, “eQuotes”), are subject to the MPC price protection feature. 

 
(ii)  The minimum MPC Setting is $0.00 and the maximum MPC Setting is $1.00, 

as determined by the Exchange and communicated to Members via Regulatory Circular.  The MPC 
Setting will apply equally to all options listed on the Exchange in which complex orders are 
available, and will be the same dollar amount for both buy and sell transactions.   
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(iii)  The MPC Price is established:  
 

(A)  upon receipt of the complex order or eQuote during free trading, or  
 

(B)  if the complex order or eQuote is not received during free trading, at 
the opening (or reopening following a halt) of trading in the complex strategy; or  

 
(C)  upon evaluation of the Strategy Book by the System when a wide 

market condition, as described in Interpretations and Policies .05(a)(1) of Rule 518, no longer 
exists. 

 
(iv)  A Temporary MPC Price (“TMPC Price”) is established solely for use during 

a Complex Auction (as described in Rule 518(d)) or a cPRIME Auction (as described in Rule 
515A, Interpretations and Policies .12) for (i) any complex order resting on the Strategy Book that 
does not have an MPC assigned and is eligible to participate in a Complex Auction or a cPRIME 
Auction in that strategy; or (ii) any complex order or eQuote received during a cPRIME Auction 
if a wide market condition existed in a component of the strategy at the start of the cPRIME 
Auction. The TMPC Price shall be the auction start price (the auction start price of a cPRIME 
Agency Order for a cPRIME Auction is defined in Rule 515A.12(a)(i) and the auction start price 
for a Complex Auction is defined in Rule 518(d)(1)) plus (minus) the MPC Setting if the order is 
a buy (sell). If the complex order or eQuote eligible to participate in the Complex Auction or 
cPRIME Auction is priced more aggressively than the TMPC Price (i.e., the complex order or 
eQuote price is greater than the TMPC Price for a buy order, or the complex order or eQuote price 
is lower than the TMPC Price for a sell order) the complex order or eQuote may participate in the 
auction but will not trade through its TMPC Price. 

 
(v)  If the MPC Price is priced less aggressively than the limit price of the complex 

order or eQuote (i.e., the MPC Price is less than the complex order or eQuote’s bid price for a buy, 
or the MPC Price is greater than the complex order or eQuote’s offer price for a sell), or if the 
complex order is a market order, the complex order or eQuote will be displayed and/or executed 
up to its MPC Price.  Any unexecuted portion of such a complex order or eQuote: (A) will be 
subject to the cLEP as described in subsection (e) of Rule 518, and (B) may be subject to the 
managed interest process described in Rule 518(c)(4). 

 
(vi)  If the MPC Price is priced more aggressively than the limit price of the 

complex order or eQuote (i.e., the MPC Price is greater than the complex order or eQuote’s bid 
price for a buy, or the MPC Price is less than the complex order or eQuote’s offer price for a sell), 
the complex order or eQuote will be displayed and/or executed up to its limit price.  Any 
unexecuted portion of such a complex order will be submitted, if eligible, to the managed interest 
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process described in Rule 518(c)(4), or placed on the Strategy Book at its limit price. Any 
unexecuted portion of such a complex eQuote will be cancelled. 

 
(7)  Implied Away Best Bid or Offer (“ixABBO”) Price Protection.  The ixABBO price 

protection feature is a price protection mechanism under which, when in operation as requested by 
the submitting Member, a buy order will not be executed at a price that is higher than each other 
single exchange’s best displayed offer for the complex strategy, and under which a sell order will 
not be executed at a price that is lower than each other single exchange’s best displayed bid for the 
complex strategy. The ixABBO is calculated using the best net bid and offer for a complex strategy 
using each other exchange’s displayed best bid or offer on their simple order book.  For stock-
option orders, the ixABBO for a complex strategy will be calculated using the BBO for each 
component on each individual away options market and the NBBO for the stock component.  The 
ixABBO price protection feature must be engaged on an order-by-order basis by the submitting 
Member and is not available for complex Standard quotes, complex eQuotes, cAOC orders, 
cPRIME Orders, cC2C Orders, and cQCC Orders. 

 
(8)  Market Maker Single Side Protection.  A Market Maker may determine to engage 

the Market Maker Single Side Protection (“SSP”) feature by Market Participant Identifier 
(“MPID”). If the full remaining size of a Market Maker’s complex Standard quote or cIOC eQuote 
in a strategy is exhausted by a trade, the System will trigger the SSP for the traded side of the 
strategy. When triggered, the System will cancel all complex Standard quotes and block all new 
inbound complex Standard quotes and cIOC eQuotes for that particular side of that strategy for 
that MPID. The System will provide a notification message to the Market Maker that the protection 
has been triggered. The block will remain in effect until the Market Maker notifies the Exchange 
(in a manner required by the Exchange and communicated to Members by Regulatory Circular) to 
reset the SSP (“SSP Reset”). 

 
Interpretations and Policies: 
 
.01  When an order is eligible for multiple price protections the System will apply the most 
conservative. 
 

***** 


	*****
	*****

